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Introduction
The two models discussed in the previous lectures are just tools
to show two different approaches to technological progress.
There is, however, a crucial question that must be addressed:
the effective demand problem.
In the neoclassical model, basically supply generates its own
demand (Say's law).
Taking a Keynesian perspective, effective demand is
fundamental and may be a limiting hurdle to growth.
The basic question is: what is it that generates demand to
sustain the growth process?
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Savings equal Investment
The crux of the matter can simply be stated by the S = I
equation. How to read it, how to understand it?
An equivalent way to state the problem is: YD = YS . In the
short run most macroeconomics books agree by arguing that
firms adjust output to demand.
Does this statement hold in the long-run?
A tentative answer is yes!!
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Growth in a Keynesian framework
Investment is the autonomous source of effective demand and
investment decisions are independent of saving decisions.
Set the S = I equation in terms of growth rates:
gs = gi
In the simplest of all formulations, savings can be made to
depend on the propensity of entrepreneurs to save (workers
consume all their income).
They save a fixed proportion of their income, sp, and r is the
profit rate, i.e.
gs = spr
Assuming investment to be entirely autonomous:
gi = γ
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Growth equilibrium
In this case it is investment that determines savings: it is,
therefore, effective demand that determines aggregate supply:
spr = γ
It follows that the profit rate depends on investment and
equals.
r =
γ
sp
Note the so called ' thrift paradox ': an increase in the
propensity to save lowers the profit rate.
Rather plain arithmetics reveal that what is implied is a real
wage rate adjustment.
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Some issues arise...
In this context (the simplest possible), the growth rate
g = gs = gi , in equilibrium, is simply g = ge +gpi l i.e. the
output growth rate equals the employment growth rate plus
the rate of productivity growth.
This equation assumes the constancy of the capital-output
ratio, v , a stylized fact that is roughly warranted by a
long-term perspective. If not, then g = gi −gv .
In the latter case,
ge = gi −gv −gpi l
For a given rate of technological progress gpi l −gv , the rate of
employment growth is
ge = γ−gv −gpi l
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Employment and labour force growth
If the labour force grows exogenously (as a result of population
growth), say at rate n, then the growth of unemployment
gue = n−ge is basically determined by autonomous investment
and technical progress.
Suppose n > ge , can unemployment grow indefinitely?
It is worth recalling that in a neoclassical framework n = ge .
But in this context, is it ge that adjusts or is it n?
Can development occur with a growth rate that systematically
generates unemployment?
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Enter Kalecki
There is a further reason to hold that it is demand that leads
growth: modern economies often if not normally function with
some underutilized capacity.
In short-run equilibrium, gi = gs . Keeping the same approach
to savings:
gs = spr
Now, define u = Y
Yfc
where Yfc is the fully utilized level of
capacity and of aggregate supply. This redefines the realized
profit rate r as:
r = (1−wl)u
v
where v is the capital output ratio and calling ω = 1−wl , the
profit share,
γ = spω
u
v
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The role of demand revisited
From the previous slide, the realized level of capacity
utilization is
u =
v
spω
γ
and the realized profit rate, as before
r =
γ
sp
The growth rate remains the same as long as g = gi = γ .
It still is investment to rule the rooster.
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A bit of refinement
Consider the slightly more realistic case in which investment is
not wholly autonomous but reacts to the rate of capacity
utilisation and the current profit rate :
gi = γ+ γuu+ γr r
By definition the realized profit rate is r = ωu
v
, thus gs = gi
determines the equilibrium value of u :
u =
γ
(sp− γr )ωv − γu
Thus, the rate of capacity utilization, basically the level of
aggregate demand and supply, depends on the autonomous
part of investment multiplied by 1(sp−γr )ωv −γu .
The above is a version of the Keynes-Khan multiplier.
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The growth rate and further refinement
Again, the ' thrift paradox ' appears: the higher is sp the lower
the level of u
The solution admits positive values of u only if sp
ω
v
> γr ωv + γu
If the weighted propensity to save is higher than the sum of
accelerators, i.e. of the parameters that measure the intensity
of investment demand stimulated by profits and the level of
capacity utilization.
This is a required condition for the system to converge to a
positive and finite solution.
The growth rate g = gi is now determined by distribution (ω)
and is , in consequence:
g =
sp
ω
v
(sp− γr )ωv − γu
γ
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From the short-run to the long-run
The above shown equilibrium is clearly short-run in the sense
that no account is taken of the fact that the economy may be
running at a low, possibly intolerably low, level of capacity
utilization and profit rate.
It is worth reminding that equilibrium implies a perfect fit of
aggregate supply to aggregate demand and a profit rate that
follows in consequence.
It is indeed difficult to conceive a situation, such as this one,
as being a long-run equilibrium with expectations being
systematically violated.
It is quite conceivable that firms entertain a desired level of
capacity, say a level that they consider to be normal and
consistent with the investment that has been made: define it
as ud .
The question is: is there any policy tool that may permit to
react to underutilization and reach up to its desired level ?
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Reconciling short with long run equilibrium
Classical and Marxist-inclined economists conceive long-run
equilibrium to be a situation in which a normal profit rate is
achieved being associated with a normal rate of capacity
utilization.
The question now arises of what kind of behaviour this simple
system may exhibit when out of this long-run equilibrium.
It has been proposed that the Central Bank, the institution
that sets the reference interest rate, R , may be instrumental
in reaching long-run equilibrium.
The implication is that the investment equation must
necessarily respond to interest rate levels. Rewrite the simple
system accordingly (as above the profit rate may be include
but it is here omitted):
gs = sp
ω
v
u
gi = γ+ γuu− γRR
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The equilibrium solution revisited
The solution to the above shown system is, for gs = gi
u =
γ− γRR
sp
ω
v
− γu
Firms, however, entertain both a desired level of ud and a
desired ( or target level) of the profit rate that is in accordance
to the latter, say rT .
Since money wages are bargained and contractually fixed, this
target rT requires a target price level pT . Given that w = wm
pT
,
it is
pT =
lwmud
ud − vrT
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Out of equilibrium adjustment
Assume that firms react to the level of capacity by varying
prices and that the central bank reacts to both the interest
rate level and the price level:
dp
dt
= θ(u−ud )
dR
dt
= (Rn−R)+ ι(p−pT )
Rn is the interest rate level that the Central Bank deems
consistent with ud :
Rn =
γ− [ sp
v
(1− wm
pT
l)− γu)]ud
γR
The stationary state occurs for p = pT and R = Rn.
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The properties of this equilibrium
The system's equilibrium is stable. If it is assumed that
sp
v
(1− wm
pT
l)− γu > 0 , which is the normal case, then the real
roots of the linearised dynamic system are negative in which
case the system converges to the equilibrium p = pT and
R = Rn at most through damped oscillations.
In this case, it may be said that the system is in a long-run
equilibrium since firms realize a normal desired level of
capacity ud and a normal profit rate that is thereby consistent.
Thus, the profit rate is the normal profit rate that
entrepreneurs expect and capacity is the desired one associated
with the latter.
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(Technical Note)
The linearised system is
dp
dt
=−
θud l wmpT2
sp
v
sp
v
(1− wm
pT
l)− γu p−
θγR
sp
v
(1− wm
pT
l)− γuR
dR
dt
= ιp−R
The Jacobian of this system being
J =
− θud l
wm
pT2
sp
v
sp
v (1−wmpT l)−γu
p − θγRsp
v (1−wmpT l)−γu
ι −1
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The adjustment process
If the economy happens to feature a rate of capacity utilisation
above the normal one, u > ud then firms react to market
'overheating' by raising prices prompting the Central Bank to
raise the interest rate.
An interest rate increase will, other things being equal, lower
investment demand bringing the rate of capacity utilization
towards the normal rate ud .
The fall in aggregate demand level is compounded by a
decrease in the purchasing power of real wages thus decreasing
consumption demand.
As demand slackens, the Central Bank gradually adjusts the
interest rate towards Rn until equilibrium is restored.
Back to the growth rate puzzle
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The stationary state, income distribution
This model predicts that in the stationary state equilibrium the
growth rate is:
g = gi = gs = sp
ω∗
v
γ− γRRn
sp
ω∗
v
− γu
where ω∗ = 1− wm
pT
. Note that the 'paradox of thrift' (higher
saving rate, lower growth) and the 'paradox of cost' (higher
profit share, lower growth) both stand out.
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A basic problem
Whilst it may be supposed that in this case expectations are
fully realized, the question of the discrepancy with the
so-called natural growth rate remains open.
From above, assuming a constant capital-output ratio v , is
there any conceivable process that insures that
n+gpi l = sp
ω∗
v
γ− γRRn
sp
ω∗
v
− γu
where both n and gpi l are exogenously given? Apparently NOT!
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Re-enter the profit rate
The profit rate is an essential element in deciding about
investment. It is, indeed, conceivable that investment reacts
more to the expected profit rate rather than to that of interest.
Consider the following:
gi = γ+ γuu+ γr r − γRR
Here, as a first approximation, the realized profit rate is taken
as a proxy of the expected one. The utilisation rate is:
u =
γ− γRR
(sp− γr )(1− wmp l) 1v − γu
The stationary state is, as above, where ud = u and Rn = R .
In this case as well as in the previous one, the Central Bank is
instrumental in bringing short-term equilibrium to the
long-term one.
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Problems
It is difficult to assume that the Central Bank is capable of
estimating both the firms' desired level of capacity utilization
and the target price level that determines the required income
distribution.
It is equally problematic to assume that, once defined the
stationary state u = ud , R = Rn and p = p
T , the system is
really able to converge towards it. Local stability may exist but
it is difficult to suppose that converge may occur if away from
local equilibrium.
It is indeed very doubtful as shown by empirical literature that
investment reacts so crucially to interest rate variations.
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Goodwin and Lotka-Volterra
Whether or not effective demand be capable to rise to the
long-term level in which firms realize their desired level of
capacity utilization and (normal) desired profit rate, the
problem remains that employment growth may not insure that
ge = n , i.e. that g = n+gpi l , assuming the constancy of v .
Classical economists surmised that it is the work-force growth
(population) that in the long-run adjusts to output growth.
We have, indeed, explored a Malthusian adjustment process
when discussing agrarian economies without systematic
technological progress.
The following, however, is a dynamic process according to
which the rate of growth and capital accumulation adjusts to
the rate of profit whilst the employment rate adjusts to the
real wage rate.
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The model ingredients
Consider, as above, a constant capital-output ratio v , a
constant population growth rate n and a constant rate of
labour productivity growth gpi l . Define
w
p
= wr the real wage
rate.
Simplify by assuming that sp = 1, that is: all profits are saved,
all wages are consumed. Furthermore, all profits are assumed
to be invested: a non-keynesian, but classical, assumption.
The crucial assumptions are that the real wage grows at a rate
that is a function of the employment rate, the latter being
defined as ε = L
N
, the ratio of employment L and work-force N
.
For the sake of simplicity, assume that such a function, defined
in the proximity of full employment, is:
dwr
dt
1
wr
≡
.
wr
wr
=−ξ +ρε
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The model dynamics
Since the share of wages is 1−ω = ϕ , then define the growth
of the wage share as
.
ϕ
ϕ =
.
wr
wr
−gpi l , i.e. the excess of real wage
growth over labour productivity growth.
It follows that
.
ϕ
ϕ =−(ξ +gpi l )+ρε . Note also that the
growth of the rate of employment, given that all profits are
reinvested, is dε
dt
1
ε ≡
.
ε
ε =
1−ϕ
v
− (gpi l +n) = ( 1v − (gpi l +n))− ϕv .
dϕ
dt
= [−(ξ +gpi l )+ρε]ϕ
dε
dt
= [(
1
v
− (gpi l +n))− ϕ
v
]ε
These two equations describe a dynamic trade-off between the
wage share and the employment rate.
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The trade-off
To save notation space, define the output-capital ratio 1
v
= θ1,
and η1 = ( 1v − (gpi l +n)) , η2 = (ξ +gpi l ). Thus,
dϕ
dt
= [−η2+ρε]ϕ
dε
dt
= [η1− ϕ
v
]ε
This is a motion of the wage share against the employment
rate. Eliminate time:
dϕ
dε
=
[−η2+ρε]ϕ
[η1− ϕv ]ε
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Solving the model
Separating the two variables ϕ and ε , this last equation is
best written as:∫
[η1− ϕv ]
ϕ
dϕ =
∫
[−η2+ρε]
ε
dε
Solving the integrals, the following relation is obtained:
ϕη1e−
1
v ϕ = Hε−η2eρε
Where H is an arbitrary constant. This equation shows that
the wage share is a very non-linear function of the employment
rate.
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Discussion
Consider how the left-hand side of this equation behaves and
how the right-hand side does:
f1(ϕ) = ϕη1e−
1
v ϕ ; f2(ε) = ε−η2eρε .
Hence, consider the following f1(ϕ) = Hf2(ε).
The relationship tying ε to ϕ is clearly a closed curve.
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The closed curve
To see this consider that:
f
′
1
(ϕ)R 0 if η1v R ϕ , hence η1v is a maximum past which
ϕ → 1.
f
′
2
(ε)R 0 if ε R η2ρ . Hence
η2
ρ is a minimum past which ε→ 1.
It follows that f1(ϕ) and Hf2(ε) are each half of the closed
curve, H giving the curve slant.
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Cycles
If the real wage rate rises, the profit rate falls and so does the
economy growth rate; but the rate of employment falls and so
does the real wage rate, thus increasing the profit rate pushing
the economy upwards.
Savings equal investment, indeed the former generate the
latter. This model approaches the classical framework but
shows that the employment rate, hence the rate of
unemployment, depends on investment.
The model clearly depicts a long-run process in which the rate
of employment continuously oscillates.
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The problem remains
Since the rate of employment oscillates, the case in which
ge = n is a special case.
Given that dε
dt
≡ ε(ge −n), then ge = n occurs only when
η1v = ϕ , that is when f1reaches its maximum. This means
that equality is struck only when a critical wage share
(conversely, a profit share) is determined.
Is full employment a mirage? Keynesians would argue that
only exogenous, compensating, sources of effective demand
would be conducive to full-employment.
effective demand
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